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Use hierarchical Bayesian models 
to settle a longstanding debate in linguistics: 

how can children learn syntax?



"Poverty of Stimulus" argument (Chomsky et alia)

1. Children speak languages 

2. Language is complex (see example) 

3. Children do not hear enough 
instances of [complex example] to 
possibly learn it from data 

4. Ergo children must have innate 
linguistic knowledge about 
[complex example]



"Poverty of Stimulus" argument (Chomsky et alia)

1. Children speak languages 

2. Language is structured hierarchically 
(e.g. phrase structures, trees) 

3. Children do not hear enough 
instances of [complex example] to 
possibly learn it from data 

4. Ergo children must have innate 
knowledge about linguistic structure, 
i.e. that it requires hierarchical 
representations



Complex example: Aux-raising in English questions

"The bear is eating the fish's breakfast" 

"Is the bear eating the fish's breakfast?" 



Complex example: Aux-raising in English questions

"[[The bear] is [eating [the fish's breakfast]]]" 

"[Is [the bear] [eating [the fish's breakfast]]?]" 



Complex example: Aux-raising in English questions

"The students who are in the classroom are still awake" 

"Are the students who in the classroom are still awake?" 

"Are the students who are in the classroom still awake?" 



Complex example: Aux-raising in English questions

"The students who are in the classroom are still awake" 

"Are the students who in the classroom are still awake?" 

"Are [[the students] who are in the classroom] still awake?" 

Linear rule: move the first auxiliary verb

Hierarchical rule: move the aux in main clause



Aux-raising in other languages?



Aux raising in other languages

German: 

"Sind [[die Studenten], die [in der Vorlesung] sind], wach?" 

Finnish: 
[[Poika], joka on onnellinen,] on leikkimässä  

(The boy who is happy is playing)  
 "Onko [[poika], joka on onnellinen], leikkimässä?" 



Language "acquisition device"

• Any infant who can learn any other language can also learn 
English, so: 

• (Learning) the aux-raising rule (and thus: hierarchical 
structure of language) has to be part of the linguistic 
capabilities of all infants. 

• But: English child-directed speech contains only ~0.05% 
complex interrogatives - can't be enough to learn from 

• Ergo hierarchical structure must be specified innately



Counter "Poverty of Stimulus" (Perfors et al)

1. Language is complex 

2. Sure - and children learn it as a 
system 

3. Arguing from a single (type of) 
example is silly 

4. Overhypotheses!



Counter "Poverty of Stimulus" (Perfors et al)

1. Language is complex 

2. Sure - and children learn it as a 
system 

3. Arguing from a single (type of) 
example is silly 

4. Overhypotheses!



Problem statement

Learners have to learn how to produce questions, 
i.e., learn a grammar that  

1. accounts for the observed data (e.g. child-directed 
speech from CHILDES corpus) 

2. generates questions correctly 

How to model this learning task in a Bayesian framework? 
-  in a way that allows us to distinguish between linear and 
hierarchical structures?



Grammars give rise to utterances

Grammar

Sentences

(data D)

P(D | G)



Infer grammar from data using posterior

Grammar

Sentences

(data D)

P(G | D) ∝ P(D | G) P(G)

Requires a hypothesis space over grammars G 
(as well as a prior distribution over G



One space of grammars:  
Probabilistic Context-Free Grammars

S -> NP VP 
VP -> aux vbg 
NP -> det n 
NP -> NP RelCl 
RelCl -> wh VP

"The cat who is happy is purring"

Pos tags: (det n wh aux vbg aux vbg)

This toy grammar is far too small to generalise! 
Need to add more rules to cover more sentences



Probabilistic Context-Free Grammars

• Space of grammars: all possible subsets of all possible 
(binary) rules + probabilities,  
given terminals and some set of non-terminals; 

• A good grammar, with high posterior P(G | D) 

• has high P(D | G): assigns high probability to the data  
(and conversely low probability to unseen phenomena) 

• and high P(G): depends on setup; usually is "simpler" 
in some way (e.g. fewer rules)



PCFG incorporates hierarchical assumption

Data: "The cat who is happy is purring"

(in pos tags: det n wh aux vbg aux vbg)

S -> NP VP 
VP -> aux vbg 
NP -> det n 
NP -> NP RelCl 
RelCl -> wh VP

PCFG parse: 
[[det n]NP [wh [aux vbg]VP]RelCl aux vbg]VP]S


Flat parse isn't possible: isn't within the  
space of possible grammars 
 
Can't evaluate linear hypothesis!



Hierarchical model of linguistic structure

Grammar

Sentences

(data D)

P(G | T)

Grammar Type

P(T, G| D)∝ P(D|G) P(G|T) P(T)



Space of Grammar Types

• 'one state' grammar: X -> word X; can generate all possible 
sentences 

• flat grammar: memorises all sentences in the corpus 

• regular grammars: represent sentences linearly 
(different numbers of non-terminals, rules) 

• context-free grammars: represent sentences hierarchically 

All sentences represented as sequences of syntactic categories (POS 
tags) 

All grammars are probabilistic: can assign a probability to a sentence.





Hierarchical model of linguistic structure

Grammar

Sentences

(data D)

Grammar Type

P(T, G| D)∝ P(D|G) P(G|T) P(T)

P(T) ~ uniform

P(G|T) prefers  
simpler grammars 

 of a given type 

Approach: find best grammar of each type, and evaluate its 
posterior probability, given plausible data D (from Childes)



Results by sentence frequency

Data from higher levels include more infrequent sentence types



Complex Aux-questions

• 1-state can parse everything (by construction) 

• Only CFGs parse the correct form of the question and 
fail to parse the incorrect form



Summary

• A learner with the representational capacity for both 
flat (regular) and hierarchical (context-free) grammars 
can infer, from child-directed speech data, 
that hierarchical structures capture the data better. 

• Such a grammar can also correctly generalise to new 
structures, such as complex questions. 

• No initial bias towards hierarchy or particular linguistic 
structures is necessary: data provides enough evidence.



Next week:

Words as high-dimensional objects (not discrete atomic 
categories), capturing semantics, syntax, phonology, etc. 

• Is this representation cognitively realistic? 

• How can we discover these representations?


